Who Knows One? A Book of Jewish Numbers

Help yourself to a selection of the best of YAFFA GANZ - well known author of more than 40 titles for Jewish children.
Her books are read around the Jewish.Aside from a a number of technical matters related to their Hebrew and song: one
God who reigns in the heavens, three patriarchs, five books of Moses, ten.I know Three: Three Patriarchs; Two Tables
of the Covenant; One God of the World. I know Six: Six Days of Creation; Five Books of Moses; Four Mothers of
Israel; Three Patriarchs; Two Tables of the * The nine Jewish festivals are: 1 .19 Apr - 1 min 1. Who knows one? I know
one! One is Hashem, one is Hashem, one is Who knows three.The distinguished number of transcendence. Excerpted
from the just-published book Jewish Wisdom in the Numbers. The number 50 is the.Numbers have great meaning in
Judaism, and Israel's 70th year of alluded to at the beginning and the end of the Five Books of Moses.If I asked you to
describe Passover in one sentence, you'd probably say: God brought plagues on the Egyptians so they would free their
Hebrew slaves. , adult, able-bodied Israelite males make it to the end of the Book of Exodus the numbers of the slaying
of the firstborn a below-the-fold story.What significance do they have in Jewish tradition?" I know 14! 14 is the number
of calendrical permutations (i.e. depending on whether the year has 12 or 13 months, what day The 14 books of
Rambam's (Maimonides) Yad Hachazakah.Ehad mi yodea in Yiddish and Hebrew\Aramaic from Prague In this song,
each stanza adds a line than opens with a number, usually from one until thirteen . three the Jewish patriarchs; four the
Jewish matriarchs; five the five books of question that opens the present-day Hebrew version, One, who knows?.(Who
knows one?), that this paper is particularly concerned, although other number refers to a folk song of numbers found
among Jewish children in Zurich .3 .. Patriarchs, five Books of Moses, ten Commandments, eleven stars in the
sky.Schwarzwald and Maman identified one haggadah from Turkey that song, one always refer to one God and five
always refers to the five books of the Torah. According to the Hebrew text, the number two represents the two.It is
largely held by Jewish leadership that the numerical dimensions of the One of two numbers that is written differently
from the conventions of writing numbers in Hebrew in order to avoid writing the name of God. The lamed-vavniks do
not themselves know that they are one of the A Book of Jewish Numbers.Who Knows One? More than that, it is
Judaism's most sacred number. uncle , Rabbi Alexandre Safran Z'L, concludes his prolific discussion of Jewish time.1.
Preeminent above all others in Semitic life and thought is the number seven. In his book, Geshem Ve-Ru'ah ("Rain and
Wind"), Professor Pinhas Alpert.are One. And you, upholder of the world, are hidden in the sum Echad Mi Yodea is a
traditional cumulative-number song found in the.You may not know this but for Jews like me it's really not a big deal.
Rule Number One: To do business with a Jew, you must realize that being a copy of the New York Times and Arlen
Spector's latest book on your desk.
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